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type of indavidual hystirical, types of individual.

far from the nonscence while peeps walk the streets in
their sleep, i stay conscious ready to speak over beats
for the needs i reptresent a thousand souls who never
made it this far whaching from the other side of the
stars spend a mission in mars pushin my music not just
amusement i made this so u can use it for ur own
improvment not as a mc but as a human livin on the
same earth and breathin in the same polution everythin
was ment to be hip hip was sent to me keep the fame
the money i hold it centimentally own material things
will be turned to dust eventually ill be the mc those
lyrics will last infinitlly so to the death of me keep tryin
to snatch the breaf of me negativity only brought out
the best of me it was my destiny to be one of the illest i
represent that to the fullest.

(chorus)

scribe take it seriouse check it,check it just check it
each word each line perfected.
scribe original sh#! for u to listen to for those who dont
give a far i do
scribe take it seriouse check it,check it just check it
each word each line perfected.
scribe original sh#! for u to listen to for those who dont
give a far i do

ay yo watch and observe a master of words
internationally from the suburb where rhymes are
never heard un less they're seen by the third alyways
prefered droppin rymes over doin crimes captivated by
hip hop doin time sentenced for life a life time of
wippen the mike use my incite i serve the world we
ways alike for yo im not gonna go the way this time im
doin wats right im the scribe i write and send wat
comes from my wind pipe ive bin type since the day of
my birth you can represent the neighbourhood money
guns and represent earth differnt to dove to universe
the true emerge has bin tested you'd be first to find the
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exit when i write my next sh#! im doin everything i said
i would true to my word life is perb im finaly gettin wat i
deserve and its like that wat so realize and reconize
and when u see me u won't have to wonder why.

(chorus)

Why the scribe take it serious check it check it jus check
it every word each line perfected
scribe original sh#! for u to listen to for those who
don't give a far,i do
scribe take it serious check it check it juss check it each
word each line perfected
scribe original sh#! for u to listen to for those who
don't give a far,i do

ay yo who said i wasn't ready this scribe would never
make it the hateration only motavated me to take it
kept hip hop sacred even though at times i felt
forsaken make no mistake my skill is real no need to
fake it i had the hunger sice i was younger for bits and
pieces check my crudentials the evidece to support my
pices thats if you don't believe it look for yourself and
see it open you ears and hear the deepest air and
speek it

(chorus)

scribe take it serious check it check it juss check it each
word each line perfected 
scribe original sh#! for you to listen to for those who
don't give a far,i do
scribe take it serious check it check it juss check it each
word each line perfected 
scribe original sh#! for you to listen to for those
whodon't give a far i do
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